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GLP Objectives
Emerging countries in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond are rapidly changing into
production hubs as well as huge consumption markets. Many Japanese corporations
are expanding their businesses to these countries in increasing numbers. They
recognize that globalization in emerging markets is a major opportunity to be
capitalized on as part of their growth strategies.

There is a strong need in these corporations for competent global managers who can
lead the international business deployment.

The IUJ's Global Leadership Program (GLP) aims to respond to this critical need to
develop and train such global managers. Highly effective global managers are
equipped with 2 management skills combined; i.e., business skills and intercultural
management skills. The effective managers achieve high performances by taking full
advantage of these "smart skills." Hence the GLP focuses on the development of the
smart skills, which nurture the needed global mindset in global managers.
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Six Features of the GLP
1. Classes in English with a good balance between “lecturing” and 

“discussing”

2. Active discussions in small groups facilitated by international 
graduate students in order to promote active discussions in 
English

3. Team projects followed by a presentation to an audience of 
international MBA students

4. Intensive one-week programs in a global environment to 
acquire cross-cultural sensitivity

5. Cross-industry interactions with managers from global 
corporations

6. Experienced instructors well-versed at teaching in corporate 
training programs and MBA classrooms
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Acquisition of Hard Skills (Business Management)
In conducting business internationally, global managers are expected to have a strategic way of
thinking in management terms. They are also required to have capabilities to understand and
build marketing strategies, skills to analyze financial statements indicating budget and
performance records, and abilities to make important business decisions which will define the
corporation's future directions. For this, the GLP includes "best practices" courses related to the
following topics; “Financial Management,” "Strategic Management" and "Marketing Strategy."
These are basic skills any global manager must have.

Acquisition of Soft Skills (Cross-Cultural and Behavioral Management)
Global managers can perform competently or complete missions given to them only when they
are effectively adjusted to cross-cultural environments. They are expected to be able to
communicate smoothly with non-Japanese employees, to have team management skills in various
levels such as a department, section or a task force, to be able to make presentations effectively to
appeal to foreign clients, and to have leadership skills while boosting the motivation of
subordinates. These "soft" skills are critical for global managers to perform overseas effectively.
For this, the GLP provides courses related to the following content topics; "Cross-Cultural
Communication" and "Organizational Behavior." These well-balanced courses aim to reinforce
cross-cultural management skills.

Shortcuts for Acquiring Skills (The IUJ Way)

One-way lectures only form concepts and are not adequate to acquire practical skills. These
concepts are transformed into skills only through a process of creating one's own ideas,
discussing them, and taking action accordingly. IUJ's GLP accelerates the process through case
studies, debates, role playing, and other methods. Also, giving a presentation to an audience of
international MBA students will help improve presentation skills, communication skills and ease
the tension of answering questions put up by foreigners.
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Curriculum
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Instructors
Dr. Mohammed K. Ahmed
Specially Appointed Professor, GSIM, IUJ

Dr. Ahmed received a PhD in Linguistics (concentration in Applied Linguistics) from the
University of Delaware. He has been teaching "Cross-Cultural Communication," "Presentation and Discussion
Skills," "Academic English," and "English for Thesis Writing." He has taught in training programs on both
English skills and executive management communication skills development for various corporations such as
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Mizuho Securities, Nomura Research Institute, IMF, and Fuji Xerox.
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Dr. Alessandro Comai
Associate Professor, GSIM, IUJ

Dr. Alessandro Comai received a Ph.D. in Management Sciences from ESADE Business school, an MBA from
the Barcelona Business school of the University of Pompeu Fabra and a BSc. (Honors) in Engineering from
University of Coventry. He has been teaching "Marketing Intelligence," "Consumer Behavior and Digital
Marketing," and "Marketing Research" in the MBA Program of IUJ. Previously joining IUJ, he was an
associate professor at the University of Pompeu Fabra, (Barcelona, Spain) and a visiting professor at Tampere
University of Technology (Tampere, Finland) were he researched and taught business, marketing and
technology intelligence. He also has 20+ professional experience in building marketing intelligence function
in medium and large international firms. He is currently doing research in Competitive Technology
Intelligence, Open Innovation and data-text Analytics.

Dr. Hongwei Chuang
Associate Professor, GSIM, IUJ

Dr. Hongwei Chuang received a Finance Ph.D. from the College of Business School at the National Taiwan
University. Currently, he has been teaching "Risk Management," "Corporate Finance," and
"Investments" in the MBA Program of IUJ. Previously joining IUJ, he was an Associate Professor at the
Tohoku University and teach classes of Econometrics and Corporate Finance and also a visiting professor at
the National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS) to conduct lectures in Accounting and Financial
Management. His research interests are in the areas of quantitative finance and medical expenditure and
have published papers in leading international journals in both fields.
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Instructors

Koichi Sugiyama
Specially invited Professor, GSIM, IUJ

Mr. Sugiyama received a BA in Economics from Keio University, and worked at Japan Productivity Center
after graduation. Then he received MBA from Emory University in the US and he joined Towers Perrin, a big
American consulting firm, as a consultant, and then started his own company in 1997 assuming the
Presidency of Sugiyama Management Development Ltd. He teaches "Leadership" and "Human Resource
Management" in the MBA Program of IUJ. He has been consulting and training executives in the areas of HR
and organizational management at many corporations and public offices. He is an outside board director of
Chiyoda which is listed on the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. He is also a certified Industrial
Counselor and Career Consultant.

Nigel Denscombe
Specially Invited Professor, GSIM, IUJ

Professor Denscombe received his MBA and BA from Harvard University. He has extensive senior
management experience in North America and Europe, focused on financial services, new business
development, market entry and corporate strategy, especially restructuring. He has held senior positions at
firms such as Bankers Trust New York Corporation and Bank of America. He is currently CEO/President of
Denscombe Corporation (New York and Tokyo), providing strategic management consulting solutions and
also executive education solutions. In Japan, he has facilitated hundreds of management and executive
development programs for top Japanese and multi-national global firms.



Student’s Voice
This program provided me a wonderful learning knowledge on cross-cultural
sensitivity, effective presentation, strategic management, marketing methods
in a global world and so on. Each session helped me develop smart skills that
are quite useful in this era of globalization. During the entire week, I was well
engaged with wonderful knowledge and experience gained from instructors,
attendees from different organizations, and students from various countries
that really changed my mindset to think globally and react smartly. Each of
the participants were so engaging and communicated so well during sessions,
lunch, dinners and late hours preparation for Team presentation that I never
realized I was outside my home country. While talking to MBA students of
IUJ from various countries, sharing their experiences, cultures, and
backgrounds was a wonderful learning experience for us to know about the
world, its people, cultures and their behavior. Preparing for the team
presentation was good learning as people from different cultures, companies,
fields, and having different mindsets worked to achieve a common goal and
reach one idea. This will be a lifetime remembrance for me and it changed my
mindset to think Globally and react smartly.

Nitin Jain
MITSUI & CO. INDIA PVT. LTD.
participated in November, 2019
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About IUJ
The International University of Japan (IUJ) was created in 1982, as Japan's first
graduate-school-only university, by bold leaders with a unique vision representing
business, government and world organizations. IUJ equips students with
interdisciplinary skills covering politics, economics and management, as well as
historical and cultural perspectives to take on current global issues from their chosen
professions. Offering an English-only curriculum to students from 50+ countries
taught by a highly qualified faculty, IUJ boasts seven master's level degrees in two
graduate schools:

GSIR : Graduate School of International Relations

GSIM : Graduate School of International Management

GSIM-IUJ is one of the four AACSB accredited universities in Japan up to date, and the first 
AACSB accredited English-medium school in Japan. 

IUJ-MBA is ranked in Top 100 of “The Economist,” only one from Japan.

With active interdisciplinary research cinitiatives and an interactive alumni network
of about 4,600 graduates from 136 countries, IUJ is making effective use of our global
outreach to link up world organizations, businesses and governments both in and
outside of Japan.
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Location https://www.iuj.ac.jp/about/location/

CONTACT US!

IUJ Global Leadership Program (GLP) Office
International University of Japan
777 Kokusai-cho, Minami Uonuma-shi, Niigata 949-7277 JAPAN
Phone: +81(0)-25-779-1518  Fax: +81(0)-25-779-1188
Email:  glp@iuj.ac.jp

Urasa Station

Tokyo Station

Niigata Station

90 min. by Joetsu Shinkansen (bullet train) 
for Niigata from Tokyo station to Urasa station


